
Chalice Time 

 

What is a chalice?  It is a cup with a stem and a foot.  A chalice can be made out of 

anything, but if you are using a real candle it needs to be safe!  If you are using an 

electric candle, well then it can be made out of anything!!  UU Congregations all over 

the world use the chalice in worship.   

 

A little history I took from the UUA website: Hans Deutsch, an 

Austrian artist, first brought together the chalice and the flame as a 

Unitarian symbol during his work with the Unitarian Service Committee 

during World War II. To Deutsch, the image had connotations of 

sacrifice and love. Unitarian Universalists today have many different 

interpretations of the flaming chalice, including the light of reason, the 

warmth of community, and the flame of hope.  

 

Suggested Activity: Make your own chalice 

Materials - gather natural materials from outside - acorns, pine cones, stones, gather 

materials from inside - little flower pots, little dishes, cannisters, jars, etc., clay if (you 

have some), glue and paint.  Electric tea lights (prefered) or real candles. 

Don’t start by thinking you are going to create a masterpiece.  Think about the size of 

your light - what would make a good cup for this light?  What would make a good stem?  

What is a solid base?  Play around with the materials.  Work together or make separate 

chalices for different occasions or nights of the week.  Don’t be afraid to start over if 

your design doesn’t work the first time or even the second. 

Once you have a chalice that works to hold your light, decide if you want to decorate it?  

If so, take some time to make it beautiful.  Below is a photo of UU chalices made from 

flower pots. 

 

 



Other suggestions -  

Get Moving!  Make your body into a chalice!  Have a pretend candle and balance it on 

your body in different positions.  What’s your family favorite? 

 

Write a chalice lighting - words (like a short poem) to go with turning on or lighting the 

flame of  the chalice.  You can start with something like this, “We light this chalice for 

_____________” or “We hope the light will _______________.”  If you like it, share with 

your minister!! 

 

Write an acrostic poem using the word “CHALICE.”  Write a poem line for each letter in 

the word.  For example, C - Calling all people to Connect, H - Helping out when we 

can…   

 

Sing a song around your chalice.  “This Little Light of Mine” is a good one, but I am sure 

you can think of others.  Here’s a wonderful link to Odetta Holmes singing the gospel 

spiritual.  Odetta was a very important civil rights activist.   

 

Connect with another UU family and light your chalices together on the phone - voice or 

video.  Check in and give a high and low from the day.  Wish each other well. 

 

  

 Chalices made from body shapes! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RrFo8oQ_EXQ

